MEMORANDUM

To : EPS-TLE/TVL
    SEPS-HRD
    SECONDARY SCHOOL HEADS
    CONCERNED TEACHERS

From : SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO VI
       Schools Division Superintendent

Subject : FIRST SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL CONGRESS
          PLANNING CONFERENCE

Date : January 31, 2018

1. In connection with the upcoming First Senior High School Congress which will be done on March 14-16, 2018 (venue to be announced later) a Planning Conference of Key Teachers and concerned SDO personnel will be held on February 7, 2018, 1:00 p.m. at Curriculum Implementation Division.

2. Planning Conference aims to have a smooth and in clover conduct of the First Senior High School Congress.

3. Attendees to the Planning Conference are the following:

   1. Jose Roy Aguilar
   2. Shinette Oliveros
   3. Carol Gil
   4. Raissa Del Valle
   5. Jorge Sales
   6. Daniel Maniangit
   7. Jupiter Torno
   8. Reashila Khan
   9. Christian Villamartin
  10. Marjorie D. Timajo
  11. Glen O. Valledor
  12. Israel Gurobat
  13. Jerick Maniangit
  14. Jobelle Alintana
  15. Pamilia Tenerife
  16. Jonathan Olalo
  17. (Signature)
  18. Arolime Borja
  19. Amelia B. Cabrera
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4. For your information and compliance.